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The death of General Abdel Fattah Al-Younes, Commander-in-Chief of the Rebel Forces was
announced on July 28, 2011. Al-Younes was Colonel Qaddafi’s former interior minister who
defected to the rebels. Younes was also key leader of the Transitional Council based in
Benghazi.

His death has created a vacuum in the military command structure, which will inevitably
contribute in the short-run to weakening the military capabilities of the insurgency. It will
also have repercussions on the timing of NATO operations.

Unconfirmed  reports  state  that  Younes  died  in  the  battlefield  in  fighting  on  the  ground
against the Libyan military. For several days there were rumors that Al-Younis was dead.
These reports stated that he was fighting in the Western Mountains and he could have been
killed in battle. Other reports state that he was killed by the Transitional Council.

Even within rebel circles there are claims that Al-Younes was killed “because he was a
traitor.”

The  official  release  of  the  Transitional  Council  states  that   General  Al-Younes  and  two top
military aides were killed by gunmen on Thursday, July 28, 2011:
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“Abdel Fattah Younes was killed after being summoned to the de facto rebel
capital  of  Benghazi  to  appear  before  a  judicial  inquiry,  opposition  leader
Mustafa Abdul Jalil announced at a press conference late on Thursday night.”

Secret Negotiations with Tripoli?

Al-Younes may have been attempting to return to Tripoli. There have also been reports
regarding  secret  negotiations  between  Transitional  Council  members  and  the  Libyan
government.  A  faction  within  the  Transitional  Council  may have been searching  for  a
negotiated solution with Tripoli.

Barely two weeks ago, top level talks were held in Brussels (Wednesday, July 13, 2011)
between a Transitional National Council  delegation and NATO Secretary-General  Anders
Fogh Rasmussen. The delegation also met with the North Atlantic Council, NATO’s governing
body. Fogh Rasmussen confirmed that “NATO would continue its bombing campaign in Libya
as long as Gadhafi’s forces threaten civilians.” He added: “As long as that threat continues,
we must continue to deal with it.”

While in Brussels, rebel NTC leader Mustafa Abdel Jabril categorically denied the holding of
talks with Tripoli: “All this talk about negotiations taking place between the regime and the
National Transitional Council are totally false claims,” The Associated Press: Rebels deny
talks with Gadhafi, July 13, 2011)

Divisions within the Transitional Council and the Military

The death of Al-Younes has resulted in internal fighting within the Transitional Council. The
leadership of  Mustafa Abdel Jalil is being questioned, particularly by members of Al-Younes’
Obeide tribe. Both Jalil and Mahmoud Jibril had been seeking a surge in NATO’s bombing
campaign in support of “a military advance” on Tripoli by the so-called rebel forces.

Following the death of General Younes and two top military commanders, the rebel forces
are in disarray. Factional divisions are further developing within rebel forces.

The CIA Connection

There have also been accusations that Younes was assassinated by a rival faction of the
insurgency headed by military commander Khalifa Hifter, who is known to be a CIA asset: 

General Hifter retired to suburban Virginia, where he has lived for the last 20
years in Vienna (a small town) which is five minutes from CIA headquarters in
Langley.  …  Manipulations  Africaines,  a  book  published  by  Le  Monde
Diplomatique in 2001, traces Hifter’s CIA connection back to 1987, stating that
he  was  then  a  colonel  in  Gaddafi’s  army  and  was  captured  fighting  in  Chad
against the U.S.-backed government of Hissène Habré. Hifter defected to the
Libyan National Salvation Front (LNSF), the main anti-Gaddafi group, which was
CIA-backed.  He organized his  own militia,  which stopped functioning once
Habré was defeated by Idriss Déby (supported by France) in 1990. ….  “The
Hifter  force,  created  and  financed  by  the  CIA  in  Chad,  vanished  into  thin  air
with the help of the CIA shortly after the government was overthrown by Idriss
Déby.” The book quotes a U.S. Congressional Research Service report dated
December  19,  1996,  to  the  effect  that  “the  U.S.  government  was  providing
financial  and  military  aid  to  the  LNSF,  and  that  a  number  of  LNSF  members
were relocated to the United States.”  (Asad Ismi The Middle East Revolution:
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The Empire Strikes Back: Libya Attacked by the US and NATO, Global Research,
May 18, 2011)

Commander Khalifa Hifter tends to support the so-called Islamic faction of the rebellion
which is integrated with members of the Libya Islamic Fighting Group (LIFG).  

Supporting the Libyan Jihad  

Affiliated to Al Qaeda, the LIFG  (Al-Jama’a al-Islamiyyah al-Muqatilah bi-Libya) was founded
in Afghanistan with the support of the CIA by Veteran Libyan Mujahideens of the Soviet-
Afghan war. 

From the outset in the early to mid-1990s, the Libya Islamic Fighting Group
(LIFG) performed the role of an “intelligence asset” on behalf of the CIA and
Britain’s  Secret  Intelligence  Service,  MI6.  Starting  in  1995,  the  LIFG  was
actively involved in waging an Islamic Jihad directed against the secular Libyan
regime,  including  a  1996  attempted  assassination  of  Muamar  Qadhafi.  (See
Michel  Chossudovsky,  “Our  Man  in  Tripoli”:  US-NATO  Sponsored  Islamic
Terrorists Integrate Libya’s Pro-Democracy Opposition,

The so-called Jihadists, covertly supported by Western intelligence are now on the front lines
of the insurgency: 

Mr al-Hasidi [A Veteran Mujahideen] insisted his fighters “are patriots and good
Muslims, not terrorists,” but added that the “members of al-Qaeda are also
good  Muslims  and  are  fighting  against  the  invader  [Qadhafi  forces]”.  (Libyan
rebel  commander  admits  his  fighters  have  al-Qaeda  links,  Daily  Telegraph,
March  25,  2011,  emphasis  added)

Abdul Hakim Al-Hasadi, is a leader of the LIFG who received military training in
a guerrilla camp in Afghanistan. He is head of security of the opposition forces
in one of the rebel held territories with some 1,000 men under his command.
(Libyan rebels at pains to distance themselves from extremists – The Globe
and Mail, March 12, 2011)

The US-NATO coalition is arming the Jihadists. Weapons are being channelled to the LIFG
from Saudi Arabia and other GCC states, which historically, since the outset of the Soviet-
Afghan war, has covertly supported Al Qaeda. The Saudis are now providing the rebels, in
liaison with Washington and Brussels, with anti-tank rockets and ground-to-air missiles. (See
Michel Chossudovsky, “Our Man in Tripoli”: US-NATO Sponsored Islamic Terrorists Integrate
Libya’s Pro-Democracy Opposition, April 3, 2011)

The Kosovo Model

The assassination of General Younes, while creating divisions within the insurgency, tends to
reinforce US-NATO control over the so-called Islamist faction of the insurgency, which is
supported covertly by the CIA and MI6.

What is unfolding  in Libya is the “Kosovo Model.” The Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) was
integrated by Islamic  brigades affiliated to  Al  Qaeda,  not  to  mention its  links  to  organized
crime. The KLA was supported covertly by the CIA, German intelligence (BND) and Britain’s
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MI6. 

Starting in 1997, the KLA was behind the political assassinations of civilian opposition forces
within Kosovo, including members of the Democratic League of Kosovo headed by Ibrahim
Rugova. It was then used as an instrument in NATO’s 1999 war against Yugoslavia. And in
the wake of the 1999 war the KLA was spearheaded, with the support of the UN and the
EU, into heading an independent “democratic” Kosovo “Mafia State.”  

The “War on Terrorism” Supports “The War on Terrorism”

In a bitter irony, the US-NATO coalition against Libya is “on both sides” of their own “war on
terrorism”.

They  say  that  they  are  “fighting  terrorism,”  when  in  fact  they  covertly  supporting  and
financing  terrorism.   

They are fighting with rather than against the terrorists.

They are also on both sides of  “The Big Lie.”  They wage a holy war against  “Islamic
terrorism,”  while  also  supporting  Al  Qaeda  affiliated  jihadist  forces  within  the  Libyan
“opposition.”

Mahdi Darius Nazemroaya  in Tripoli,  Libya and  Michel Chossudovsky in Montreal,
Canada contributed to this article.

Michel Chossudovsky is Director of the Centre for Research on Globalization (CRG) and
Professor of Economics (Emeritus) at the University of Ottawa. He is a former consultant and
advisor to several governments, the United Nations, the African Development Bank and the
World Health Organization. Having extensive experience in Latin America as a professor and
economic  advisor,  Chossudovsky  served  in  the  past  as  a  president  of  the  Canadian
Association of Latin American and Caribbean Studies. In 2003, he was the Recipient of the
Human Rights Prize of the Society for the Protection of Civil Rights and Human Dignity
in Berlin, Germany. He is also the author of The Globalization of Poverty and The New World
Order (2003) and America’s “War on Terrorism” (2005).

Mahdi  Darius  Nazemroaya  is  a  Sociologist  and  Research  Associate  of  the  Centre  for
Research  on  Globalization  (CRG).  He  specializes  on  the  Middle  East  and  Central
Asia. Nazemroaya is also a Special Correspondent in Libya for Flashpoints, a programe
based in Berkeley, California.
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Also available on Amazon

In this updated and enlarged edition, Michel Chossudovsky blows away the smokescreen,
put  up  by  the  mainstream  media,  that  9/11  was  an  “intelligence   failure”.  Through
meticulous research, the author uncovers a military-intelligence ploy behind the September
11 attacks, and the cover-up and complicity of key members of the Bush Administration.

Preface to the Second Edition, Background: behind September 11, Who is Osama bin Laden?
Washington supports international terrorism, Cover-up or Complicity? War and the Hidden
Agenda,  The  Trans-Afghan  Pipeline,  America’s  War  Machine,  The  American  Empire,
Disarming the New World Order, Political Deception: the Missing Link Behind 9/11. War
Propaganda: Fabricating an Outside Enemy, Giving a Face to the Enemy, Who is Abu Musab
al-Zarqawi?  Protecting  Al  Qaeda  Fighters  in  the  War  Theater,  War  Criminal  in  High  Office,
The Spoils of War: Afghanistan’s Multibillion Dollar Heroin Trade, Simulating “Scenarios” of
Terrorist  Attacks,  What  happened  on  the  Planes  on  the  Morning  of  9/11,  America’s
Preemptive War Doctrine, The Post 9/11 Terror Alerts, Big Brother: Towards the Homeland
Security State. The 7/7 London Bomb Attacks. Appendices: Intelligence based on Plagiarism:
The British “Intelligence” Iraq Dossier, The Financial Interests behind the World Trade Center
(WTC) Lease.

For more details on the book and the author, click here
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